
Hubbell Lighting’s LitePro QD Quick Design Layout Tool is a inter-
active application allowing users to compute iso-contours and 
point by point illuminance for selected fixtures. Look for the QD 
logo next to select fixtures IES files, simply click on the logo and 
the application will launch in a separate window. Use this guide 
to get the most out of your Hubbell Lighting product selections.
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MAIN INTERFACE

Zoom tool for layout, move to reduce or magnify 
layout,  use mouse wheel for same operation

Fixture with arrow showing orientation, select to 
move within layout area

Select to add fixture to layout (see page 3 for more details)

Luminaire tab shows the selected photometric file. It also displays Light 
Loss Factors and lumen proration. The Luminaire Wattage is pulled from 
the IES photometric file; this should be total connected load for accu-
rate power density calculations.

Select the “Luminaire Image” 
tab to view the product image

This tab displays and selects configuration of fixtures, fixture mount-
ing, arm length, offset, mounting height, orientation angle, tilt and 
layout spacing. Selecting luminaire location summary will display the 
screen below with all layout analysis.

LUMINAIRE TAB

ARRANGEMENT / LAYOUT TAB

Browser Compatibility - The LightPro QD Quick Design Layout Tool is compatible with the latest versions of Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Google Chrome. Flash Version 8 or better is required. 
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ISOLINES TAB

DISPLAY TAB

ANALYSIS TAB

Isolines tab allows control over the illuminance contour values 
(isolines). All cells with checkmarks are visible; deselect (un-
check) boxes to customize layout. 

Additionally, input of fc values as desired and color customiza-
tion of isotrace lines, if preferred. 

The “Display Tab” controls not only the appearance of the graph-
ics area but how fast the tool computes and the number of point 
by point values visible.

Adjusting the scale of the layout can be set in this section. Keep-
ing in mind, that interactive zooming changes the scale (fixed 
plot size). 

The Precision setting controls how smooth the isolines appear, 
and how many calculation points are used. The higher the preci-
sion, the smoother the plot and the more points displayed.

Isoline Labels, Illuminance Points and the background Grid are  
all controlled from this tab.

Additionally, interactive zoom is available using the mouse 
wheel or the Zoom indicator in the upper right corner of the 
graphics area. Panning is also possible by holding down the 
mouse wheel as you move.

The “Analysis Tab” allows display of more specific statistics includ-
ing: coordinates, fc averages, max, min, max/min, max/avg, LPD, 
LPD area, LPD watts and total watts. This area will always be vis-
ible in the graphics plot in entirety. The number of computation 
points is governed by the plot area and level of zoom.

Switch the statistical display on and off and select its contents 
from the Summary section.

Layout can be identified in the fill in box at the bottom. All items 
will populate on the screen as your select/deselect desired op-
tions.

Browser Compatibility - The LightPro QD Quick Design Layout Tool is compatible with the latest versions of Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Google Chrome. Flash Version 8 or better is required. 
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UNITS TAB

ADDING FIXTURES ADDING FIXTURES

Adding addition luminaires to the layout is simple, click on the 
“Add button” in the lower right corner of the layout area. The 
center luminaire will change to orange color. Select the orange 
fixture from center of layout and drag to desired location.

“Units Tab” allows selection of dimensions in Feet or Meters 
and Illumination in Footcandles or Lux.

Click and hold to drag the fixture and position it in the layout. 
Hover over the fixture location to display the Edit/Delete func-
tions. Selecting “Edit” will display the below screen.

The Edit screen is shown here allows complete control over 
luminaire aiming and positioning as well as mounting height.

The controls are interactive allowing for easy adjustment to 
the position, arm, offset, orientation, height and tilt of your 
fixture.

Browser Compatibility - The LightPro QD Quick Design Layout Tool is compatible with the latest versions of Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Google Chrome. Flash Version 8 or better is required. 
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OUTPUT / HELP TAB The Output and Help section offers preview and printing options 
of the layout and statistical analysis.

The printed output consists of the graphics area containing the 
isoline contours and illuminance values if enabled. The summary 
provides statistical information and luminaire location specifics. 
Each output section is a single page which can be printed by 
selecting “Print” from top the dialog box in each. Additionally, 
“Scroll Page” can be selected to view entire layout. “Close” returns 
to main layout page.

Selecting “Help”  links to Lighting Analysts Flash Tool literature 
and technical documentation.

Browser Compatibility - The LightPro QD Quick Design Layout Tool is compatible with the latest versions of Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Google Chrome. Flash Version 8 or better is required. 


